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INTRODUCTION

WILD(Wheel  Impect  Load Detector) is a 
technology that is widely used in Global Railways to 
monitor the health of ensure safe operations, with 
proven accuracy and reliability. WILD scan millions 
of wheels per day throughout the international rail 
industry. Wheel defects with spalling (chipping), 
shelling flat or out of round characteristic impact 
loads. If these are left undetected can cause bearing 
failure wearing  of other components,damage 
thousand of miles of track of cause derailments. A 
defective rolling stock typically increases the impect 
loads. The rate of increase of impect load become 
exponential with the time. Networks of WILDs are 
used to control broken wheel,burnt off journals,hot 
boxes and brake ringing damages by removing impact 
wheels.



Need for WILDDefective rolling stock produce high impact loads.

These loads over a prolonged period of time leads to Rail/Wagon 
failure,wheel bearing failure etc.

WILD  measure the impact load  indepandant of the cause.

WILD  system assists the railway engineer to attend to the  
defective rolling stock immediately.

Reduces service failures and unplanned maintenance cost of 
rolling stock  and tracks.

WILD is used to catch the defects in early stage and there by 
protecting rail infrastructure and avoids catastrophic failures.

WILD  is needs for the following reasons:-







The defects that can cause high impact loads are:

Uneven loading

Coil spring weak

Shell tread

Friction liner broken

Snubber spring broken

Axle box canting

PU/CC/EM pad Shifted/Pressed/Perished

CC housing broken

S/Bearer roof/friction liner welding open

Bolster tilted one side

Defects in suspension

Broken spring

Skid marks,etc.



Technology of WILD

Strain gauge

Load cell

Accelerometers

Optical Deflection measurement systems

Fiber Bragg Grating etc.

There are several technologies for detection of 
High Impact Load on tracks.





Strain gauge based wheel impact load detectors are 
widly used in railway due to the following reasons:

1. It is extremely cost effective.

2. It doesn’t require expensive maintenance tool or 
skills.

3. Strain gauge technology is simple and easy to 
implement to any conditions.

4. The data captured by the sensors can be directly 
correlated to the load applied on the tracks.

5. The algorithm used for detecting and identifying  a 
wheel with  high impact load are simpler, therefore 
high capacity processing units are not needed.



Assocation of American Rail Roads has a very large number 
of installation on the networks in United States.All these 
systems are interconnected through an online application  
called INTERRIS(The Integrated Railway Remote 
Information Service). The WILD on Indian Railways has 
been developed by RDSO and IIT- Kanpur. WILD on IR is 
based on the strain gauge technology of impact load 
measurement which is prevalent in most railways.





Location of WILD in India

First phase- Mahalivurum(CKP), 
Hospet(Karnataka),Arakkonam(Tamilnadu), 
Bhilai,Guntakal(Andhara Pradesh) ,MGS,ASN,VSKP.

Second Phase- Itarsi,Bina,Ajani,katni,Barwadih all in 
M.P. Dongargarh in NGP

             Total -14 Site



Components of WILD

1. Instrumented Tracks

2. Impact load analyzer software

3. Single conditioning unit

4. Train trigger sensor

5. Real time embedded controller

6. Wireless data transfer

7. Power back up

8. Calibration setup



Measuring Concept of WILD

WILD uses instrumented rails. The spaces between the 
sleeper and any load that appears in the effective zone is 
considered.various such measuring zones are formed 
along the track. The maximum  load  measured in all of 
the instrumented portions is treated as the impact load. 
As wheel rolls over the rail, various portions of the 
wheel fall in the effective zone and dead zone 
(sleepers). As a result various diameters of wheel have 
different coverage. The instrumented portions are fixed 
in such a way to give best coverage for the wheels of 
interest. Once installed the system’s wheel coverage 
pattern doesn’t  change. The track consists of 18 strain 
gauge measuring channels. Each channels has a full 
bridge consisting of 4 Rosette type strain gauges. The 
length of instrumented rail is 13 meter and  the rail 
section shall be 60 kg/m.



How does it work ?
Each channel produces a  portion of load profile for all the 

wheels.

Accumulating all the data a compleate load profile of the 
wheel obtained.

The maximum load detected by the channels is primarily used 
to flag the defective axle/wheel.



How does WILD system flag 
defects ?

WILD system flags the defects purely based on the impact load 
measured.

The limits are set by the RDSO/Railway Board

Current limits:

Maintenance alarm- If the impact is 20 Ton or more(ILF 2 Ton to 
4.4 Ton)

Critical alarm- If the impact is 35 Ton or more (ILF  4.5 or more)

ILF = Impact  Load Factor

The system however features a facility for end user to set the 
limits as per the conditions.







Reports in WILD

The WILD system offer the end user to generate various 
reports such as month wise , year wise ,train wise & wheel 
wise. Reports can be summarized based on wheel Load , 
Rolling Stock (Engine, Wagon and Tankers etc), Defective 
Rolling stocks. 
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